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Long Synopsis

Between 1901 and 1951, the British controlled oil operations in Iran expanded their geological expeditions and 
geophysical methods for locating commercially viable oil reserves across its entire oil concession. “Scenes of 
Extraction” takes a deep archival dive into the British Petroleum Archives to unearth the still and moving 
images that documented this expansive colonial network of geological explorations that spanned across Iran, 
but also reached other British oil concessions in Papua and South East Asia. The film traces the technical and 
social esocial entanglement between the infrastructures of oil and the camera during the operations of British 
Petroleum across the Iranian oil belt. “Scenes of Extraction” weaves through decades of archival documents to 
parse out the visual history of the “Reflection Seismography” method for oil exploration which was heavily 
tested across the Iranian oil belt despite its destructive and probable nature. A technical legacy that is still 
heavily utilized in fracking and deep-sea mining enterprises globally and is the backbone of the global energy 
complex.

“Scenes of Extraction” focuses on the parallel production of geological surveys and ethnographic surveys, both 
ththrough amateur geological footage and official film surveys produced by BP. Situated at the nexus between 
science and technology studies and media archaeology, the film creates an archival constellation with 
previously unseen images and film footage taken during these seismographic tests. “Scenes of Extraction” 
creates CGI maps and spatial renderings by inputting the early geological aerial survey photographs and 
panorama films taken across the Iranian oil concession in an AI software. By blending the archival and 
speculative modes of representing the geological past, the film reveals the gaps and discrepancies between 
the athe archival and lived histories of extraction and the ecological ruination of its aftermath. Reading the political 
economy of images in relation to extraction of crude oil, “Scenes of Extraction” evokes the history of imperial 
and colonial extractive industries in relation to the history of photography and archives, both as embodied 
technologies of extraction and dispossession in and of themselves.

“Scenes of Extraction” is the second episode of a trilogy of essay films that unpack the relationship between 
political economy of photography, archival technologies, and visual history of resource extraction in Iran. 
The first episode is The first episode is "One Image, Two Acts" (2020) which has been screened in over two dozen film festivals 
and has won six major international awards.
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Chris Leon: Sound Design and Mix

                                                                                          Chris Leon is a sound designer, mixer and digital content creator 
                                                                                          from Montréal. A shortlist of Leon’s sound design work includes 
                                                                                          the Genie nominated documentary series Down The Mighty River 
                                                                                          and The Uluit: Champions of the North, and the feature document-
                                                                                                                                                                                   aries The Instrument Bank , Falafelism: Give Peas A Chance and the 
                                                                                          multi-award winning documentary Sol, which was listed in the 2014 
                                                                                          TIFF top 10 Canadian Films. In addition to his extensive work in 
                                                                                                                                                                                 documentary, Chris has collaborated on the sound design of several 
fiction features including Upside Down, Ésimésac and Mars et Avril, which was nominated for Best Overall 
Sound at the Canadian Screen Awards. In 2016, Chris was nominated for the same award for his work on the 
documentary Sol. Chris was the supervising sound editor and re-recording mixer for all five seasons of the 
award-winning and critically acclaimed television and multi-nominated Canadian Screen Award series Mohawk 
Girls.
 

Showan Tavakol: Music Composition and Kamancheh
                                                                  
                                                                  Showan is a Canadian-Iranian composer, born in Tehran (1979).  His works       
                                                                  have been performed in concert in Europe, Asia and North America, and he has 
                                                                   also written music for the cinema, notably for the film Manuscripts Don’t Burn 
                                                                                                                                     (Mohammad Rasoulof), which was presented at the Cannes Film Festival in 
                                                                   2013. As a performer, he has appeared as the soloist for several of his 
                                                                   compositions, including the Concerto pour kamancheh and orchestra 
                                                                    symphonique, which was acclaimed by the jury of the Fajr International Music  
                                                                                                                                     Festival. Heterotopia, his piece for Kamancheh and orchestra, was performed 
                                                                    in Montreal by the Nouvel Ensemble Moderne (The NEM) with the composer 
                                                                                                                                       as soloist. he has also participated in the recording of three albums of his 
musical works (in Iran and Germany): "On trolley of time", "Parallax view","Suge sarv" and also his 
co-composition album ”Echo of the mountains" published by Analekta in Canada. Showan holds a bachelor’s 
degree in music and a master’s degree in kamancheh performance from Tehran University. 

Siavash Naghshbandi: CGI Realization and Animation

                                                      Siavash Naghshbandi (b.1987, Tehran, Iran) is a visual artist currently based in Tehran 
                                                      whose work explores themes such as social interaction in everyday life, virtual 
                                                     communication, archival research, and memory, using media like photography, 
                                                     animation, video, and artificial intelligence. His works have been exhibited in 
                                                                                                         exhibitions and museums, like the Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art. the Chelsea 
                                                     Museum, in New York. Mattress Factory Museum, Pittsburgh. Scottsdale Museum of 
                                                     Contemporary Art, Arizona. Dastan Art Gallery, Aaran Art Gallery, Azad Art Gallery, 
                                                     Tehran.Tomin Videothek, Frankfurt. Hillyer Art Space, Washington D.C. Affenfaust 
                                                                                                         Galerie, Humburg. His films have been featured in various festivals, including 
SEH-TANK: Cinéma, Zurich. Middle East Now Film Festival, Florence. Göteborg Film Festival, Schkaneder Kino, 
Vienna. Skol Art Center, Montreal. Neverland Cinema, Rotterdam. Oyoun Space, Berlin. shortlisted for the 
Magic of Persia Contemporary Art Prize, London. Jury Prize - Ann Arbor Film Festival, Michigan.
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